1993 toyota winnebago warrior

It is fully functional in every way. Owned by a non smoking well groomed couple. We just
recently replaced the compressor, evaporator, drier and had it switched over to a refrigerant.
Brand New Roof Air that will freeze you out. There are no leaks whatsoever. Shower, toilet, sink
and fairly large closet in the bathroom area. The dinette seats 4 average size people comfortably
and folds down into a bed as well as having plenty of storage underneath. The jackknife couch
folds down into a bed and has copious amounts of storage underneath. It drives like a regular
vehicle and can be parked in a regular parking space. It has a brand new battery. The windows
are tinted in the camper area and has blinds for privacy. It has a 4 burner stove with plenty of
propane although it does not have an oven. Microwave oven that works like a dream. Above the
cab there is a queen size high quality mattress that is ever so comfortable. We looked at several
that had the pad arrangement to create a bed and found them to be awkward and less functional
as a sleeping area for 2 adults. There is no generator in the unit. We never off grid camped with
it. Plugging in at a campground is all we care about. It has tons of L. D lights throughout that
makes it easy to see inside. It has a newish awning that works well and keeps you out of the
sun, rain and elements. It has no graphics on the side but to me it looks much cleaner. It has
factory cruise control that makes long trips effortless. It has the floating dual rear axle that is
highly sought after. We just installed valve stem extenders so airing up the tires is a breeze. It
has 6 fairly new tires with great tread. The only reason I am selling it is to get a pull behind or
pop up camper. I would be open to trades of something that could be towed. I like the idea of
having a vehicle to drive once we get to the campground. Keep in mind it is a 28 model year old
camper so it is not flawless but in very nice shape. It is great for camping or traveling anywhere
you want to go. It has a nice wooden deck on the back and a trailer hitch to carry a boat, trailer,
jet ski or any fun items you wish to haul or pile up gear upon. I have gotten between 12 and 14
mpg depending on how much gear we carry. Some folks say up to I personally have gotten 14
as my best. I had a 24 foot Class C with a V 8 that literally got 6mpg. I am open to answering any
and all questions. It is located in sunny Gainesville Florida. I would no hesitate to drive it
anywhere. They no longer make Toyota Campers which could possibly make you lugubrious. If
you purchase this unit you will be a happy camper. Very nice interior, fully self- contained. Gas
hot water and house heater. Overhead bunk sleeps two. Couch converts to double bed. Four
[â€¦]. I have a Toyota Motorhome for Sale. It is fully self contained Very good shape. Runs great
Pictures speak the best for it. Has generator Ready to camp If interested call. Thanks Last
Updated [â€¦]. Does she have a lot of rust underneath? How many previous owners? Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Recent Listings. Phone:
SOLD! Email: SOLD! Ad Disclaimer Please note that many of the ads on this site are reposted
from other sources. Sellers may not be monitoring the post here. Please keep this in mind
before commenting below. For more information see our About Us page for how we create and
manage listings. Next Sunrader in Stockton, CA. United States. Rapid City. Thx for any further
information you can provide. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. In great condition inside and out no leaks very clean. Roof has always been
maintained and has recently been resealed for preventive maintenance has one-piece all
aluminium roof. I have plenty of maintenance records and original manuals. Recent work done
new suspension brakes timing belt spark plugs wires cap router and water pump. Runs likes a
dream back up cam installed. Everything works including the original radio and cassette player
as well as cruise control. All original down to the Venetian blinds and they are in excellent
condition. This Motor Home has 91, miles on it. Has a new battery for truck motor. Has 5 low
mile radial tires â€” 4 Michelin and one other that is new. Spare tire is older but [â€¦]. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Recent Listings. Phone:
SOLD! Email: SOLD! Ad Disclaimer Please note that many of the ads on this site are reposted
from other sources. Sellers may not be monitoring the post here. Please keep this in mind
before commenting below. For more information see our About Us page for how we create and
manage listings. About RVAds Articles. Previous Dolphin in Osceola, WI. Next Odyssey in
Peoria, IL. British Columbia. Be the first to comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. The generator was running poorly so I did and full service and
rebuilt the carburetor now it fires right up and runs great. With the largest range of second hand
Toyota cars across the UK, find the right car for you. New power feeds with the best plugs you
can buy, new circuit breakers. Classified Ad. Call us at for any questions you might have. The
Toyota Hiace will be imported direct from Japan, fully camper converted with all new bespoke
camper equipment and available for sale, fully UK registered with 12 months Mot. I can also
store it for you on a monthly basis for a reasonable fee. Like New! This Toyo is a Good size,
easy to maneuver. It doesn't blow out cold. This must be picked up within 7 days unless other
arrangements are agreed upon before purchase. The kitchen features a four burner stove with
oven I think it just needs to be tightened up some. Unit can be retro with heater element or use

the gas heater. Refrigerator works great, works on gas v or 12v. I finished off the upstairs with
brand new sheets, pillows, and linens. Nothing drive or tows better period! They will be replaced
with new hancook RA08 tires. Completely refurbished shower surround with new fixtures. Has
cold cab air conditioning along with cold upper ac unit. I would have no problem spending lots
of time inside! I finished all the entryway seams with aluminum to secure it and give it a nice
finished look. You are more than welcome to see the camper and drive it if you are local. No
reason to stay at RV parks. You can jump in it right now and drive to the tip of Maine without
hesitation. Now I'm settling back into life and looking for something more commuter friendly, so
sadly the camper has to go. I brought the cushions to a professional upholstery shop and had
them refinished with an extremely durable and modern fabric so now it looks like a modern
swanky apartment, I also took some of the same upholstery material and lined the face of the
fridge so it matches the cushions. For more ads use the page navigation after the tenth ad if
available. V6 Auto overdrive Must See!! I am firm on the price as this project took me 3 years to
complete,please note this listing is also on reno craigs list. The notary is only open from 9am till
4pm weekdays and until noon on Saturday. Collection in person. Has the 1 Ton axle everything
works, kept in great shape, Design, Odyssey the Best, bathroom in back, Cooking area with frig.
We ran a electric heater in the winter. Key Features. Home on wheels as I call it. Or if you have
unlimited data cell plan, stream Netflix from your phone to the Vizio "Smart" LED TV using the
free Hotspot feature built-in to all phones, and tablets, watch it on your TV anywhere you
choose to park, even without the generator on Only 88k miles. Search and compare prices for
toyota Motorhomes in Australia. Installed new microwave, sink, new faucets kitchen and
bathroom. Please contact us if you find outdated seller contact information. Pickup within 7
days or storage fees will apply. The thing I love about this camper the most, is you can just
unplug from your camper site and drive around anywhere you would like to go for the day. All of
the other motorhomes leak and creak overtime and the corners of the other coaches rot
because of the wood framing, not to mention the maintenance is significantly easier on the
Sunrader because you aren't having to reseam-seal the roof every season. Interior Work : New
high quality heavy duty upholstery and curtains. Give me a call, I have a flexible schedule.
Happy Camping! Working Propane and Electric refrigerator , rear ladder and awning. Was
running and driving when parked in Browse cars for sale, shop the best deals near you, find
current loan rates and read FAQs about financing and warranties at Cars. Any other offer does
not include this deal. Toyota reliability. Upgrades list. This vehicle has an automatic
transmission that shifts smooth. This will have to be transferred to you at the local notary upon
pick-up. AC to DC power converter refurbished. New shocks in front and air ride adjustable
suspension in back. It is carpeted throughout the camper and also in the driver's compartment.
Toyota RVs for Sale. Fuel Pump was just replaced. You could fix it and build up the area at the
top but I didn't feel the need to. I installed a floating hardwood floor so it would be quick and
easy to clean and sweep. Cash, no trades. It also has a hot water heater, gas furnace and a 2
way fridge that all work great. Toyota 4wd camper for sale. The fridge works works both on
electric and propane tested operates as should. It was really fun and TONS of work but here is
what I did: First I sanded and stripped every inch of the interior then tore up the old carpet and
removed all the old fixtures and light coverings. It also includes a " awning that is in good
shape. Black and grey water storage tanks work without any leaks. Charge your electronics on
Solar power!! While I had it all torn apart, we replaced wiring where needed , new custom
cabinets and tons storage threw-out. You can drive it across the country right now, and stop
anywhere because it is completely self-contained! You can get other motor homes that compare
in fuel mileage but they cost times as much to buy and would cost waaaay more to maintain
because they have Mercedes diesel engines, plus diesel is 65 cents per gallon more than gas.
This RV was rescued from sitting for a few years, will need work, but it a great project! Please
serious bidders and questions only. Up for sale is my Toyota 22' class C camper. This is the
same rubber they use in horse trailers so it will never wear out. One look at the motor and you
can see all the new parts installed. Clink on the link below for more pictures. Next, I painted 4
coats of primer and 4 coats of acrylic finish paint. Rather you are a buyer or seller and have
found this site useful to you, please consider donating to help us provide a better experience
for you. All the engine work listed above plus new timing belt, plugs, wires, etc. The van is
4-wheel drive and it sleeps 4 people. Leveling Jacks included. Easy to Drive, automatic. I don't
want to mess with checks or trade, so cash only please. Winnebago Micro Warrior, It's time to
sell our 91 Winnebago Micro Warrior, we have loved having it and have traveled all over the
Colorado Rockies in it. This site is designed as a resource for owners to list their Toyota
Motorhomes for sale. Toyota Alphard Camper Van 4 Berth 3. Camper as been gutted to a shell
inside, windows removed and re-chalked. Some of the plumbing was cracking so I replaced
everything that was in bad shape. View our RV Resources page for links to other websites

focused on the classic Toyota Motorhome along with other general RV sites. When it comes to
shopping for a second hand Toyota car, Cars. The camper includes an Onan 2. If it isn't sold by
early Oct. Everything works. NON Smoking Motorhome. She's 21' long which allows you to park
in any "car" parking space. Has 6 gallon storage tank for the generator separate from the truck
gas tank. New toilet, new microwave, new hot water heater. Runs and drives fantastic ,
mechanically sound. Runs [â€¦], Our Story We bought our RV in October of from someone who
only had it a short time but kept it in great condition and made some improvements to it. I
finished the entry way by boxing in all the corners with aluminum to give it a classy and ultra
durable finish. I will replace the 4 dually tires with the money from the winning bid. AC unit is
there, but is not tested, along with original refridgerator and hot water heater both not tested.
Outside is basically stock. Sort by. Camper was refurbished threw-out the entire vehicle
including walls, ceiling etc. Most of these Toyotas have a smaller 4 cylinder engine, which
usually bogs down on hills, but the 6 cylinder engine of this one makes driving in mountainous
areas a whole lot easier. These can easily be wired to plug right into the back of the TV for
surround sound if you want. Cook top can be added, electric or propane hookups right there. I
would say it sleeps 5. These Toyota RE engines can last forever, and is still young at only 88k
miles. There is so much to say about this build but I will try to keep it to the [â€¦]. It has taken us
from one end of North America to the other. For the shower cut out all the old silicon and used
an industrial marine enamel to refinish it, then I redid all the silicon. Join millions of people
using Oodle to find unique used motorhomes, RVs, campers and travel trailers for sale, certified
pre-owned motorhome listings, and new motor home and travel trailer classifieds. The
remainder will be paid with cash only upon pick-up. New electric hookup with the best plugins
you can buy set up to run with 30amp v or there is a adapter to run at regular outlet power. It
has a rear air conditioning unit that needs a recharge. Installed a electric hot water heater. I
replaced all the exterior light covers and repaired any exterior damage I could find. If you read
all that you know that this is one of the best Toyota motor homes in the country, everywhere we
go people want to look inside and say "Wow, I wish this was ours! Scott, Make Basically made it
more of a modern style vehicle you would see at a dealership today. Now it stays much more
comfortable and darker for sleeping. Radiator was recently replace and all fluids changed. It has
a water pump that will run on shore power or with the included marine battery. The interior is
very clean, and there are no unpleasant odors. It will be the largest Hiace Van that Toyota
manufacture and with the cc petrol engine linked to the fully auto gearbox! Everything you need
to know on one page! Has k miles and in my opinion is still low for a Toyota. I serviced the water
heater and I also just replaced the fresh water pump in the coach with a really high quality
Surflo system and replaced the water valve on the toilet. MPG is about on most highways. I
bought it from a friend less than a year ago for a "snowbird" trip to Florida where I lived out of it
on the road and at my destinations for several months. With a selection that's always changing
you can find the latest new or used Toyota listings on RVT. Great camper for solo or small
group trips. Toyota is more than an automaker. There is some water damage and assume you
will need to do the interior. The roof ac works great and looks great now. Sorry missed this on
the ad been getting a lot of questions about.. V6 engine auto with overdrive, cruise, tilt.
Completely off the grid living and traveling with both for sure. Nice example of a popular Mini
Camper. It has 6 new industrial all terrain tires, new exhaust system, fresh tune up with plugs,
cap, rotor, air filter, and oil service. Has no rust and Just passed Arizona emission testing.
Mileage is approx. We have , Toyota for sale that are reported accident free, 90, 1-Owner cars,
and , personal use cars. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. A great idea for cell phones, too. Many outdoor RV items require
a connection from a RV power cord. Keeping power connections dry is very important, this
bucket RV mod is an easy fix. This post has recently exploded with views from Pinterest 40k so
far! Get to know me, see my DIY projects, and tour my house by clicking on the tabs above. And
thanks for stopping by! I know, I know. Camping is suppose to be wonderful! A way to
experience nature first hand, a way to get down to the bare essentials! Drawing from my
experience RVing full time here are a few of my upgrade ideas for your new RV, especially if you
plan to do some dry camping with An RV is the ultimate tiny-living space. Meticulous
organization will make a carefree life on the road that much more comfortable. Nothing can ruin
your cheery spring mood by having to spend money repairing the pipes in your RV. Learn the
steps for winterizing your RV the right way. I had several of them left over and I packed them
away in the garage where I forgot about them not realâ€¦. This might be the best privacy idea
we've ever seen! I've seen several DIY projects for privacy fences, but I didn't want to spend a
lot of money or put a ton of effort into this project. Here are some simple tips for preventing an
invasion of insects into an RV when in storage. Even without slideouts, it's roomy a By request,

here are the monkeys that go behind the "cage" Thanks so much for sharing, Put the WIN in
Winnebago. After 2 years living full time in the Fifth Wheel Trailer and countless short trips in
our camper van we have learned a few things about RVing with dogs. Terrific site on
redecorating tiny house trailers, I really like the nice touches that this couple have done to this
Casita trailer! Great job! Welcome to Our Fall Porch Tour! Leo and I are so happy to be
participating in the fall porch tour put together by the lovely and talented Barb of the blog The
Everyday Home. So if you're new here, we want to say, 'Welcome to the Crossroads and come
on in! Have I mentioned yet how much I love scarecrows? Well, I like them so much that I
painted two ofâ€¦. Rv Travel Trailers. Camper Life. Rv Camping Tips Camping Glamping. Rv
Camping Checklist. The Warrior is in outstanding condition, and has only 55, CarFax Certified
miles on its long lasting Toyota engine. The Warrior is perfect for a day at the beach, a weekend
at the campground or touring the USA, Canada and Mexico from east to west! Powered by the
legendary Toyota RE fuel injected, V6 engine on a true one-ton chassis, it gets awesome gas
mileage and, with regular maintenance, is basically trouble free. With gas prices continuing to
soar, this economical, yet roomy, motor coach is a great way to go. The Toyota V6 engine has
plenty of power to pass and pull the hills and cruises nicely on the highway at mph. Toyota The
last year Toyota RV was built!!!! This is the Best Toyota RV! Want to travel on the cheap?
Nothing beats one of these Toyota campers. Get the efficiency of a Toyota and the convenient
size of this camper and nothing can hold you back. New Brake Master Cylinder. Just came back
from a trip to Mexico. The roof does not leak and there are no stains on theceiling or signs of
previous leaks. The carpetis in good condition. The toilet lid has a hare line crack in it, butit
works fine, only cosme Original owner purchased from Alaska, starts and drives without issues.
This car is eligible and allowed to import anywhere in the United States. For California
residents, please check your DM Ready for travel. Location SC. Has roof issues. Email Poster
Message. Make Winnebago. Model Toyota Warrior. Make Toyota. Model Sea Breeze. Excellent
condition inside and out. Stored undercover its entire life. I had it serviced in LA. We drove it
back to Kentucky and averaged nearly 15 miles per gallon. It spent most of its life in Arizona. It
gave us absolutely no trouble and used no oil on the entire trip. The outside has no rust but
paint shows some fading. The tires have low miles and are in excellent condition. VIN number
ran through Toyota service and shows regular maintenance and all recalls done. I bought it
from the original owners family who meticulously maintained it. The carpet was shampooed and
covered with rug-runners. All oak cabinetry in excellent condition. Toilet was removed, cleaned,
sanitized and all seals and valves replaced. V6 engine starts and runs great with new wiring,
belts and battery and hoses. Prewired for generator. Included Onan Generator, starts and runs
but dies when you let off the button. It includes new wiring harness and tailpipe kit. Generator
compartment is drilled for wiring and vented. It is cut for installation of tail pipe. This camper
has never leaked on me and shows no interior leakage anywhere. All curtains and shades are
good. Original owner maintained outside and kept everything sealed. The entry door was
removed and wood framing replaced, resealed and re-installed. It works flawlessly. All light
fixtures work and lenses are all good. This camper is available for inspection in Corbin,
Kentucky I would not hesitate to drive this camper anywhere in the United States. All owners
manuals and paperwork is included. The furnace is there and clean but I have not checked its
operation. Buyer is responsible for pick up in Kentucky and or all shipping costs. It is also wired
for cable tv. Stock Number: Make Dolphin. Model 21 FOOT. Model Warrior. Built on a Toyota
chassis with a 6 cylinder engine. Only original miles. It has a full kitchen, booth dinette and
sofa-bed. Over the cab sleeps two. Rear bathroom has sower, sink and toilet. Roof Air! Toyota
V-6! Systems Monitor! Second owner. Hard to find. This one is in excellent condition, very
clean, no pets, no smoking. Well maintained. Easy to park and drive. Drives like a car. Parks in
your driveway. Economical to operate. Includes a new red foldable bike. Ready for vacation or a
day at the beach, mountains or desert. Make Itasca. Model Spirit 29B. Can sleep 2 adults and 3
children or 3 adults and 1 child comfortably. Runs exceptionally well, drives great. Excellent gas
mileage: 14mpg. Plenty of overhead storage. Brand new heater will keep you cosy when you
take her to the slopes; comes with a set of snow-chains btw. Added a V inverter. New LED
lighting inside the coach will keep you lit 7 times longer than conventional lights. New LED
gabarit lights. Complete new rewiring under the hood. Tow hitch. Low Profile. New muffler.
Extra gas tank. Well cared for. Clean title. Transmission works great. Just passed smog test:
valid for 90 days. Serious inquires only. Thank you. Available for visit on Independence Day
weekend. Model Itasca Spirit Little Cutie! V-6 Toyota 16MPG! Sleeps 5! Manufactured by
Winnebago from to , the Micro-Mini Warrior was built on a Toyota T pickup truck chassis with a
6,pound GVWR, 6-lug full-floating dually rear axle and 6-cylinder engine. It was a Consumers
Digest Best Buy and has since earned a well-deserved reputation for convenience, excellent gas
mileage and long life. I'm selling mine only because I bought a more spacious four-season

motor home. I appreciate that you might have reservations buying a twenty year old motor
home approaching , miles, especially if you rely on a seller's description in place of a buyer's
assessment. Therefore, I will report this Micro-Mini's condition to you in the way that I would
want it described had our roles been reversed. The RV's Autocheck was clean at that time, and
there has been no incident since then to report. The Micro-Mini Warrior's exterior dimensions
are 21'5" long bumper to bumper and about 23'6" after adding the rear utility trunk, 7'1" wide
and 9'2" high. The ceiling height is 6'2" and drops a couple of inches under the ceiling-mounted
air conditioner. The interior is clean and without odor. It has been pet-free and smoker-free at
least since I've owned it. The coach comfortably sleeps four adults using the overhead
queen-sized bed 52" x 80" , jack-knife couch 40" x 67" and dinette with a drop-down table 36" x
74". All the cushions are in very good shape. In the cab, the bucket seats are comfortable and
the upholstery is in excellent condition, likely a result of having been protected by the included
blue seat covers which are currently folded and resting on the overhead bed in order to display
the seats' underlying condition. The dashboard air conditioning is cold. All the appliances work
flawlessly and appear to be the original equipment, with the exception of a new furnace fan and
a new water pump head assembly. The electrically powered appliances include a 7, BTU
Coleman air conditioner on the roof, rain-sensitive ceiling fan in the bathroom, externally vented
exhaust fan in the hood above the stove, after-market refrigerator exhaust fan which will keep
the fridge colder on hot days when being powered by propane , watt Quasar microwave oven, 2
gallon per minute Shurflo water pump, 32 amp Magnetek converter and 9 amp battery charger.
The GFI ground fault interrupter test button does not depress on the outlet near the kitchen
sink, but the outlet and its GFI work, so I did not replace it. Supplied by a pound capacity tank,
the propane-powered appliances include a 4-burner Magic Chef stove top, 17, BTU Suburban
furnace and 4 gallon Atwood hot water heater. The tip of the lever that tightens and loosens the
freezer door hinge within the refrigerator is missing but still works perfectly, so I did not replace
it. The outside refrigerator door and the inside freezer door, themselves, are in excellent
condition. There is a fully charged fire extinguisher, hard-wired propane leak detector and
battery-powered smoke detector. The 2, watt Kohler generator has logged only hours of use and
its carburetor was serviced last spring. The deep cycle extra capacity house battery was
manufactured in June of last year. There is a surprising amount of storage space, including a
large cedar-lined wardrobe closet in the bathroom! All the oak cabinet doors and drawers work
well and remain closed when in motion. All the sliding windows work. The latch on the small
kitchen window does not lock, but the window always stays closed after being shut. The rails at
the bottom of the Venetian blinds hook onto wall brackets to prevent rattling. Some slats in the
blinds are slightly bent from catching the window latches. The latch on the screen door that
secures it to the main door broke. I repaired it to my satisfaction with wire, so did not replace it.
All the interior lights work. The covered roof vent above the overhead bed may be kept open
even when in motion. The living area carpet has some wear and the floor underneath feels just a
bit soft, but the metal subfloor directly above the chassis frame looks to be in perfect condition.
The counters and vinyl flooring in the kitchen are in excellent condition. Plumbing fixtures
include a double-bowl stainless steel kitchen sink, bathroom sink, toilet, full-sized interior
shower and exterior shower wand. Both shower faucets are new. Some of the original water
pipes have been replaced with professional grade water tubing. The plumbing works perfectly
with the exception of one small leak at the base of the cold water knob of the bathroom sink
which I didn't bother to fix since the knob leaks only when opened, only a trickle and only into
the sink. Regarding the exterior, the porch light, all clearance lights, head lights, tail lights and
directional signals work. The front clearance lights are new. The fiberglass skin has a small
crack of only cosmetic importance adjacent to the propane access door. Elsewhere, the skin
was patched in a few spots, none more than a few inches long, by a prior owner. Much of the
vinyl detailing has faded and chipped or cracked a bit along the edges. The whitewashed
aluminum roof is in excellent shape and was professionally sealed in There are no known water
leaks. I suspect that many years ago a leak in the wall adjacent to the kitchen was repaired. The
resulting delamination has been stable during the last three years. More recently, a leak from
the overhead front window was professionally repaired and the entire overhead floor
professionally replaced last spring. The awning's fabric is in excellent condition. The RV lived in
the Southern United States for most of its life, so has rusted much less than would otherwise be
expected for a twenty-year old motor home registered in New England. Under the hood, the
attached insulation is a bit torn. The V6 EFI 6-cylinder electronic fuel injection engine appears to
work perfectly and passed its emissions test last year with ease. A mechanic who wants to buy
this RV noted leakage in the exhaust system but said the catalytic converter is in good shape
and recommended replacing the distributor. According to Toyota records, the head gasket
recall was performed on March 12, in Louisiana. The automatic transmission with overdrive,

ECT electronic control transmission power boost and cooler shifts smoothly. The chassis and
coach appear to be well tuned. There is essentially no rattle when driving! The most recent oil,
lube and filter replacement was done last spring, after which the motor home was winterized
and stored for a year. The starter battery was manufactured in April of this year. This RV is also
equipped with a Carefree Freedom II 9'10" 3 meter long awning, an extra antenna likely for a CB
two-way radio , chrome wheel inserts, inner dually wheel valve extenders and a water hose inlet
port for flushing the black water holding tank. I could not get an after-market volt heating
element installed in the hot water tank to work but the propane water heater works perfectly.
Modifications and additions in the rear of the RV include a ladder and roof rack, two stabilizer
jacks and a lockable utility trunk mounted on a heavy-duty tubular steel bumper in which the
sewer hose and two wooden boards to place on the ground under the stabilizer jacks are
stored. I'm including a 19 inch high definition LED backlit LCD digital television with built-in
DVD player that sits nicely on the fridge top counter when camped and a coaxial cable to attach
it to the roof antenna jack or cable television jack. There are also four interior privacy screens to
cover the cab's windshield and two side windows. I'm also throwing in a white plastic cutting
board, white and clear plastic sliding storage drawer and blue plastic multi-compartment utility
pail because they fit perfectly over the microwave oven, in an under bench storage cabinet and
between the bucket seats, respectively. The owner's manuals for the motor home and all
appliances are included, as well as receipts for many of the services performed over the years.
In case you are wondering, this RV does not have a hitch receiver. The head mechanic at a
Winnebago dealership and the owner of a chassis modification shop both cautioned me against
adding one. The chassis frame ends well before the tail of the camper, so doing it right would
have been prohibitively heavy and expensive. As you might have gathered by now, I know this
motor home well and have critically described its condition, including most of what makes this
camper great and all that makes it imperfect about which I am aware, be it past, present or
possible. If you want an expensive pre-owned RV pretty enough to enter a vintage auto show or
a cheap RV with who knows what's wrong with it, then look elsewhere. If you want a motor
home legendary for its reliability in decent cosmetic condition that has been well-maintained
under the hood, on the roof and under the ceiling, then look here. Although I am selling this
vehicle without a warranty, express or implied, I expect this Winnebago Toyota Micro-Mini
Warrior to provide many more years of reliable transportation and comfortable shelter. I will
welcome your inspection and test drive of the vehicle. The latter may be performed legally on
public roads as it is registered and insured. I will answer honestly and discuss fully any
question or concern that you might have, whether in person or via email. I will cooperate with
any shipping service that you might hire at your expense. If you live in another state that taxes
motor vehicles as property, you might be eligible for a similar benefit of ownership. If you
become the new owner of this classic Winnebago Toyota Micro-Mini Warrior motor home, you
are likely to be one very happy camper! Thanks for taking a look. Make Toyota Chinook. I am
firm on the price as this project took me 3 years to complete,please note this listing is also on
reno craigs list. Model Chinook. Model Warrior V6 EFI engine, complete overhaul at 97, miles,
17, on the new engine, water pump and radiator replaced along with the engine. Operators
manual and appliance manuals are present. This motorhome is in very good condition and has
a new awning and the original roof air conditioner and cab air which effectively cool the coach
and cab as they should. It has a queen over cab bed, sofa and dinette which both convert to
sleeping areas. The tires are in good condition and I have never noticed a leak in the ceiling.
Keep in mind that it is a pre-owned vehicle but the price reflects it's condition. Bend, OR.
Mineola, TX. Raleigh, NC. Townsend, TN. Rancho Cordova, CA. Fate, TX. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. RVs for Sale Toyota. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Length - Posted
Over 1 Month. Year Make Winnebago Model Warrior. Category - Length 21 Posted Over 1 Month.
Year Make Toyota Chinook Model -. Category - Length 18 Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make
Winnebago Model Warrior ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Winnebago. Model Warrior. Only 80, Original Low Miles! The
Winnebago Warrior runs and handles Great! Excellent Condition Inside and Out! Runs great!
Great interior with faux tile in kitchen and easy clean faux wood flooring. Everything works
great and weather tight; no leaks! Complete with the original owners manual! This RV has had a
lot of recent maintenance. I have the original manual, a stack of paperwork and receipts. Low
miles with Toyota durability, fiberglass shell longevity and a super clean interior. She was the
booth dinette type, so we opted for the L-shaped Dinette style this time around for more space.
We love it! So much more roomier than the previous Mini, and you can pretty much leave the
table stowed in the closet most of the time. You can eat outdoors mostly taking in beauty of it
all when camping. Or when you wanted to eat inside you can just pop the table in and enjoy. For
a fast response please TEXT me at: Model Warrior V6 EFI engine, complete overhaul at 97,

miles, 17, on the new engine, water pump and radiator replaced along with the engine.
Operators manual and appliance manuals are present. This motorhome is in very good
condition and has a new awning and the original roof air conditioner and cab air which
effectively cool the coach and cab as they should. It has a queen over cab bed, sofa and dinette
which both convert to sleeping areas. The tires are in good condition and I have never noticed a
leak in the ceiling. Keep in mind that it is a pre-owned vehicle but the price reflects it's
condition. Engine head gasket, all hoses, belts, water pump, timing belt, etc. Striping and
lettering all new. No leaks. Exterior lights and wiring all new. LED rear lights. Rear view camera.
Clean throughout. Very easy to drive, fits easily into driveway, fuel economy MPG. Low mileage,
43, This vehicle
ebay converter
2001 chevy cavalier throttle position sensor
2012 jeep wrangler 2 door
is in very good condition inside and outside. Asking 10, If interested call or text me at Toyota
V-6!! Great MPG! Excellent Condition! Very Well Cared For Unit! Roof Air! Sleeps 5! Tow
Package for Bike Rack! Model Toyota Warrior. Fixer up save thousands! Runs perfect,many
extras including solar system. Call for info. Invest a little time and money ,make it a family
project and go camping! Floating air ride suspension, watt gen. And only 22k miles on Toyota v
Can't do that with a new winnebago! Priced to sell fast.. Silver City, NV. Fort Lauderdale, FL.
Surprise, AZ. Chicago, IL. Gerry, NY. Waller, TX. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. RVs
for Sale Winnebago Warrior Year Make Winnebago Model Warrior. Year Make Winnebago Model
Warrior Year - Make - Model -. Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Length 21
Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 Next. Make Winnebago 11 Weekend Warrior 1. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

